
STERILISATION AND DISINFECTION

Microorganisms are ubiquitous. Since they cause contamination, infection, and decay, it
becomes necessary to remove or destroy them from materials or from areas. This is the object
of sterilisation. The process of sterilisation is used in microbiology to prevent contamination by
extraneous organisms, in surgery to maintain asepsis, in food and drug manufacture to ensure
safety from contaminating organisms, and in many other situations. The method of sterilisation
used depends on the purpose for which it is carried out, the material to be sterilised, and the
nature of the microorganisms to be removed or destroyed.

Sterilisation is defined as the process of killing all microorganisms including bacteria, bacterial
spores, fungi, and viruses (such as hepatitis and HIV).

Disinfection means the destruction or removal of all pathogenic organisms, or organisms
capable of giving rise to infection.

Antiseptics are disinfectants that can be used on body surfaces such as skin or vaginal tract to
reduce the number of normal flora and pathogenic

Bactericidal or germicidal agents can kill bacteria.

Bacteriostatic agents ony prevent the multiplication c bacteria which may, however, remain
alive..A chemical which is bacterial at a particular concentration may only be bacteriostatic at
a higher dilution

CLEANING Plays an important preparatory roles before sterilisation or disinfection, by
removing soil and other dirt and reducing the microbial burden making sterilisation more
effective

Decontamination:Refers to the process of rendering an article or areas free of danger from
contaminatinant, including, chemical, radioactive and other hazards

Hot-air oven: This is the most widely used method of sterilisation by dry heat. A holding period
of 160°C for one hour is used to sterilise glassware, forceps, scissors, scalpels, all-glass
syringes, and swabs, some pharmaceutical products such as liquid paraffin, dusting powder,
fats, and grease. Hot air is a bad conductor of heat and its penetrating power is low. The oven is
usually heated by electricity, with heating elements in the wall of the chamber. It must be fitted
with a fan to ensure even distribution of air and elimination of air pockets (Fig. 5.1). It should not
be overloaded. The objects should be arranged so as to allow free circulation of air in between
the objects. Glassware should be perfectly dry before being placed in the oven. Test tubes and
flasks should be wrapped in paper. Rubber materials, except silicon rubber, will not withstand
such high temperatures.



The oven must be allowed to cool slowly for about two hours before the door is opened, since
the glassware may crack due to sudden or uneven cooling. See Table 5.1 for recommended
temperatures and duration of heat sterilisation.

Sterilisation control

The spores of a non-toxigenic strain of Bacillus subtilis are used as a microbiological test of dry
heat efficiency. Paper strips or swabs impregnated with 106 spores are placed along with the
load to be sterilised. After sterilisation, the strips are removed and inoculated into thioglycollate
or cooked meat media, and incubated for sterility test under strict anaerobic conditions for 5
days at 37°C.

A Browne's tube (green spot) is available for dry heat and is convenient for routine use. After
proper sterilisation, a green colour is produced (after 60 minutes at 160°C or 115 minutes at
150°C). Thermocouples may also be used


